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General Information:
When in search of frameless shower screen, what you need to look
for is the thickness of safety glass, and quality of hardware fittings.
The shower screen glasses we have are all Australian standard
Certified. Generally speaking if glasses are same thickness then the
quality should be similar, unless it bends a lot.
In term of hardware fittings there are information you need to know.
In the market of frameless shower screen we import the high quality
fittings compare to our competitors. The common materials used on
the fittings are: “Brass, Stainless Steel and Alloy”
- Brass, Material used on 99% of tap ware, it will never rust, and
it has better finishing than stainless steel and alloy.
- Stainless Steel there are 3 grades: 208, 304, 316. 208 will
eventually rust against water. 304 normally don't rust against
water. 316 used on the sea. But finishing isn’t as good as brass.
- Alloy, cheap material, very flimsy and easy to rust.
That’s why we only use the SOLID BRASS fittings on our frameless
shower screen. Because all the glasses are really heavy, if the hinges
snap, the consequences are severe.
Go back check our website for all the weight of each fitting, we
ensure our customers we supply with quality products. That’s why
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many professional shower screen installer source hardware fittings
of us.

Design and Structure:
All the shower screen glasses have holes predrilled for wall/floor
brackets, shelfs, hinges required by our hardware fittings. So it
ensures glasses are hold up safely without a worry.
All fixed shower screen panels we sell come with fixed shelf. It’s
designed for structure reasons, because without the shelf the fixed
panel could wobble, in some extreme instance it could damage the
tile/wall if there is no shelf in the design. And also a great way for
storage!
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